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ABSTRACT

The proper focus for poetic vision is a persistent concern in
Richard Wilbur's poetry.
Should the poet focus on the world per
ceived by logic and the senses or should he explore a world of
dreams and visions apprehended through intuition and the subcon
scious mind? A mind in the hypnagogic state (half-awake, halfasleep) often provides a poetic vehicle for Wilbur's exploration
of that question.
Most of Wilbur's poems show that the poet finds the real world
the best source for inspiration.
To his perception of, the real
world, Wilbur freely adds imagination or spirituality, but only
rarely does he explore worlds that lie beyond the reaches of logic
and the senses.
Yet even his poems which praise the real world betray a strong
attraction for the world of intuition, dreams, and visions from the
subconscious.
That attraction and the arguments against it are a
source of creative tension in Wilbur's early works.
The same attrac
tion has led to more recent poems that show an increasing regard for
the irrational mode of vision.

Ill a poem called "'A World Without Objects Is a Sensible
E m p t i n e s s R i c h a r d Wilbur addresses the condition of a divided spirit.
Wilbur's poem, which is included in the second of his seven volumes of
poetry, clearly presents a subject which has appeared throughout his
career.

That subject concerns the proper focus for poetic vision.

Should the poet study the real world as apprehended by logic and the
senses, or should he explore the world of dreams and visions apprehended
through intuition and the subconscious mind?

"'A World Without Objects...'"

offers a characteristic answer to those questions.

Its title is taken

from Thomas Traherne's "Meditation 65" in Second Century.

Traherne

writes:
You are as prone to love as the sun is to shine;
it being the most delightful and natural employ
ment of the soul of man, without which you are
dark and miserable.
Consider therefore the extent
of love, its vigor and excellency.
For certainly
he that delights not in love makes vain the universe
and is of necessity to himself the great burden.
The whole world ministers to you as the theatre
of your love.
It sustains you and all objects that
you may continue to love them. Without which it
were better for you to have no being.
Life without
objects is sensible emptiness, and that is a greater
mystery than death or nothing.2
As a response to Traherne's meditation, Wilbur wrote a kind of warning
to that part of his own spirit which longs to escape reality in order
to revel in imaginary visions.

Wilbur portrays the escapist part of

his spirit moving away from reality as "tall camels of the spirit"
(line 1) that "move with a stilted stride/ To the land of sheer horizon"
(lines 5 - 6 ) .

There, past the oases busy with locusts, these camels

will find a "sensible emptiness."

But their journey towards nothing
2

3
will have been for nothing, and their deliberate withdrawal from the
world appears absurdly arrogant.

Wilbur devotes the last five stanzas

of this seven stanza poem to warning his spirit to shun a purely
visionary world and to seek instead beauty and miracles in the real
world.

0 connoisseurs of thirst,
Beasts of my soul who long to learn to drink
Of pure mirage, those prosperous islands are accurst
That shimmer on the brink
Of absence; auras, lustres,
And all shinings need to be shaped and borne.
Think of those painted saints, capped by the early masters
With bright, jauntily-worn
Aureate plates, or even
Merry-go-round rings.
Turn, 0 turn
From the fine sleights of the sand, from the long empty oven
Where flames in flamings burn
Back to the trees arrayed
In bursts of glare, to the halo-dialing run
Of the country creeks, and the hills' bracken tiaras made
Gold in the sunken sun,
Wisely watch for the sight
Of the supernova burgeoning over the barn,
Lampshine blurred in the steam of beasts, the spirit's
Oasis, light incarnate.

right

The poem contrasts dangerous, shimmering mirages that satisfy
only

"connoisseurs of thirst," only those who value absence, with shiny,

real

objects: trees, creeks and hills that catch the sunlight; a

supernova shining over a barn in Bethlehem; and lamplight diffused in
the steam from the beasts in the barn.

Finally and most miraculously,

reality offers the spiritual light of the world that became incarnate
to be "the spirit's right/ Oasis" in place of the accurst islands of
mirage.

The poem admonishes escapists to remember that "all shinings

need to be shaped and borne."

Borne, meaning "supported," is also a

pun on born, and anticipates the last word of the poem, incarnate.
In addition to its spiritual, Christmas theme, "'A World Without
Objects...’" presents a characteristic answer to the question Wilbur
often poses about the proper focus of poetic vision.

Here, as in

most of his poems on this subject, Wilbur concludes that the real world
is the appropriate source for man's inspiration.

To his perception

of the real world, Wilbur freely adds imagination or spirituality, but
only rarely does he explore the worlds that lie beyond the reaches
of logic and the senses.
Yet these worlds are presented in Wilbur's poems with a great
deal of care.

Even poems which proceed through controlled verse forms

to praise the real world often betray a strong attraction for the world
of intuition, dreams, and visions from the subconscious.

That attrac

tion and the arguments against it are a source of creative tension in
many of Wilbur's early works.

The same attraction has led to more

recent poems that show an increasing respect for the irrational mode
of vision and a growing willingness to use longer, less formal verse
forms.
Critics have agreed with Wilbur’s own assessment of his early
position on what he called "the proper relation between the tangible
world and the intuitions of the spirit."
in the essay "On My Own Work,"

Wilbur explains this position

He presents three of his early poems,

"A Baroque Wall-Fountain in the Villa Sciarra," "Two Voices in a Meadow,
and "Love Calls Us to the Things of This World," and then tries to look
at them as a critic would.
The three poems I have included here all have
to do (a critic might say) with the proper
relation between the tangible world and the
intuitions of the spirit. The poems assume
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that such intuitions are, or may be, true;
they incline, however, to favor a spiritu
ality that is not abstracted, not dissociated
and world-renouncing.
A good part of my work
could, I suppose, be understood as a public
quarrel with the aesthetics of Edgar Allan Poe.^
A brief review of Wilbur's criticism of Poe will help establish the
two poets' common artistic concern and their different treatments of
that concern.
Wilbur gave a seminar on Poe at Harvard between 1947 and 1950.
He started a book on Poe's work but did not finish it because he "had
not yet discovered a stable and adequate vocabulary in which to dis
cuss him."^

In 1959, Wilbur wrote the introduction to an edition of

Poe's poems and delivered a Library of Congress lecture called "The
House of Poe."
on Poe.

Between 1967 and 1973, he published three more essays

Wilbur regards his "decodings of Poe with a frank satisfaction.

They seem to me original and true.

. . .

Eric W. Carlson writes

in the preface to The Recognition of Edgar Allan Poe that Wilbur's
contribution is of "major importance" and that his "pioneering" critique
succeeds in "redefining Poe's philosophic and artistic perspective, with
special attention to Poe's symbology, and reinterpreting his poems
and tales in the light of that perspective."^

As is often the case

when one poet critiques another, Wilbur's critical comments on Poe
reveal as much about Wilbur's own concerns as they do about Poe's.
In the "Introduction" to the Laurel Poetry Series edition of Poe's
complete poems, Wilbur explains his own interpretation of Poe's aes
thetics.

Poe's "Sonnet:

To Science" serves as an exemplar of the

theme Poe reiterates in many stories and poems.

Wilbur says that this

sonnet is more than a "standard romantic protest against Cartesian
dualism"; that it, like the rest of Poe's works, is
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not a protest against the separation of mind
and a world but an extreme assertion of that
separation.
It does not issue from a harmony
of the faculties and a reconciliation of their
provinces, but aspires rather to isolate freedom
of the imagination which we enjoy in dreams.^
To the dismay of Hyatt Waggoner, who considers this next step
proof that Wilbur lacks real respect for Poe's poetry,

O

Wilbur turns

to an analysis of several of P o e 1s short stories as a way of under
standing the two myths which, according to Wilbur, underlie all of
Poe's works.

The first, which Wilbur calls the "cosmic myth," is the

belief that the universe was created not by God, but from God; that
God exists in diverse parts of the universe; and^that the poet's job
is "to help undo phenomena"^ so that God could be restored to unity.
The second is the myth of the personal fall from an Edenic
wholeness by which children lose their ability to perceive unity in
the universe.

The poet was once whole, but social and rational con

ditioning have taught him to see through a fragmented soul.

Wilbur

says that Poe recognizes only one way for the mature individual to
perceive unity.
So different was that Edenic condition from
his present "fallen" state that he cannot
recollect it by means of the conscious memory:
his only avenues to the blessed past are
reverie and dream— which are, of course, at
once means to and approximations of the former
condition of intuitive wholeness and autonomy.
Writing in 1959, three years after the publication of his third volume
of poems, Things of This World, Wilbur continues:
The point is that imagination for Poe must be
unconditioned; must utterly repudiate the things
of this diseased Earth, must approach the ideal,
not merely through the real, but by negation of
the real.
The most common way Poe's heroes negate the real, according to

Wilbur, is by falling asleep.

From Wilbur's unique perspective,

"Arnheim," The Narrative of Arthur Gordon P y m , "Ligeia" and many other
of Poe's works deal with a mind that is on the verge of falling asleep.
The main character withdraws ever further from ordinary, waking reality
into solitude, following a narrowing, winding path toward some final
plunge into unconsciousness.

The stages of the approach to sleep are

extremely interesting to both Poe and Wilbur.

Wilbur says that as the

visitor in "Arnheim" approaches the fabulous kingdom, he stares down
into the reflection of heaven in the river and he
affords an emblem of the hypnagogic state— that
precarious threshold condition in which the
conscious mind is conscious of the subconscious,
and can, as it were, look down into the dream
which is shortly to engulf it.13
Speaking about Poe in a Library of Congress Anniversary Lecture,
Wilbur again focuses on the hypnagogic state as the main subject of
P o e 1s tales and poems.
The hypnagogic state, about which there is
strangely little said in the literature of
psychology, is a condition of semi-consciousness
in which the closed eye beholds a continuous
procession of vivid and constantly changing
forms. . . . Poe regarded the hypnagogic state
as the visionary condition par excellence, and
he considered its rapidly shifting abstract
images to be— as he put it— "glimpses of the
spirit's outer world." These visionary glimpses,
Poe says in one of his Marginalia, "arise in the
soul. . . only. . . at those mere points of
time where the confines of the waking world
blend with those of the world of dreams."
And Poe goes on to say:
"I am aware of these
'fancies1 only when I am upon the very brink
of sleep, with the consciousness that I am s o . " ^
In the conclusion of that address, and only after giving Poe's stories
the careful reading and interpretation that they demand, Wilbur
expresses his own evaluation of Poe's aesthetic:

12
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Poe's aesthetic, Poe's theory of the nature of
art, seems to me insane.
To say that art should
repudiate everything human and earthly, and
find its subject matter at the flickering end
of dreams, is hopelessly to narrow the scope and
function of art.
Poe's aesthetic points toward
such impoverishments as poesie pure and the
abstract expressionist movement in painting.
And yet, despite his aesthetic, Poe is a great ar
tist . . . . P o e 's mind may have been a strange
one; yet all minds are alike in their general
structure; therefore we can understand him,
and I think that he will have something to say
to us as long as there is civil war in the
palaces of men's minds.
Wilbur's admission that "all minds are alike in their general struc
ture" and that Poe appeals to a certain part of our minds

(the part

s '''

that, in civil war with reason, seeks dreamy visions of unity) gives
the reader of Wilbur's own poems a key to one of the tensions which
led to their creation.

While Poe opts for the dream state, Wilbur

celebrates wakefulness and attention to the things of this world.
One whimsical treatment of the tension that arises from an
attraction for the dream state and a philosophical commitment to the
wakeful state can be found in "Love Calls Us to the Things of This
World."16

Here, Wilbur presents the thoughts of a man who has been

awakened by a screech from the pulleys on the clothesline outside his
window.

He hovers between waking and sleeping for a while, enjoying

the delightful notion that the clothes flapping on the line are angels.
The first three stanzas of this six stanza poem playfully examine
the similarities between laundry and angels.

In the opening lines,

the waking man is described in terms that could also apply to laundry
or angels:

"spirited from sleep, the astounded soul/ Hangs for a mo

ment bodiless and simple/ As false dawn"

(lines 2 - 4 ,

emphasis added).

The image of the soul hanging over the body, surprised by the noise
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which has called it from wherever souls go during sleep, is a
suspenseful image; the soul cannot linger in the state of being half
awake, half asleep for long.

It will have to relinquish its simplicity,

its state of being detached and therefore uncomplicated, uninvolved
and innocent.

But the soul in the hypnagogic state is permitted to

indulge for a brief period of time in the fantasy that "the morning
air is all awash with angels"

(line 6).

The "angels," variously arrayed in bed-sheets, blouses and smocks,
display three ranges of motion.

They rise calmly and drift, they fly

in place, and they swoon into stillness.
angels are incorporeal— "impersonal"
be there"

Two reminders that these

(line 11) and "nobody seems to

(line 16)— stress their similarity to the sleeping man's

disembodied soul.
If Poe were dealing with this subject, he would allow his main
character to fall back asleep, and the soul, plunging through some
maelstrom or vortex, would revel in a happy state where nothing is
subject to the physical constraints of the real world.

Wilbur

acknowledges the reluctance with which the soul abandons its fanciful
visions:
The soul shrinks
From all that it is about to remember,
From the punctual rape of every blessed day,
And cries,
"Oh, let there be nothing on earth but laundry,
Nothing but rosy hands in the rising steam
And clear dances done in the sight of heaven."
(lines 17 - 23)
The pun on shrinks and the over-stated, ridiculous plea that the earth
be taken over by laundry show that the poet is not allowing himself
to consider seriously here the alternative to accepting this world.
He is also punning when he refers to "every blessed day."

Blessed is
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a euphemistic curse, but it also means happy and sacred.

There are

other words in "Love Calls Us to the Things of This World" that have
religious connotations:

soul, angels, heaven, nuns, and the command

"Let there be . . ." (line 30).

Wilbur could be responding playfully

to the same religious meditation that prompted "'A World Without Objects
is a Sensible Emptiness'":
You are as prone to love as the sun is
to shine; it being the most delightful
and natural employment of the soul of
man. . . . The whole world ministers
to you as the theatre of your love. . . .17
In fact, it is "as the sun acknowledges/ With a warm look the world's
hunks and colors"

(lines 24 - 25) that, the soul "descends once more

in bitter love/ To accept the waking body"

(lines 26 - 27).

both "at the same time" and "in the same way."

As^ means

The sun's acknowledge

ment of the world's diversity is warm not merely because the sun is
hot, but also because it loves the things of this world.
The waking man shows the same love for reality and diversity that
the sun has, though his love is "bitter" because he is aware of the
cost of attaching himself to reality.
angels.

He must forfeit his vision of

He demands that what is now just linen be brought down to

serve diverse practical purposes, crying:
"Bring them down from their ruddy gallows;
Let there be clean linen for the backs of thieves;
Let lovers go fresh and sweet to be undone,
And the heaviest nuns walk in a pure floating
Of dark habits,
keeping their difficult balance."
(lines 29 - 33)
What has changed is not the laundry, but the man's state of mind and
his way of looking at the laundry.
The dynamic tension in this poem between two kinds of vision,
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vision that focuses on this world and vision that focuses on some other
world, is more satisfying than any easy reconciliation of the two oppo
site impulses it presents.

The desire to be a free spirit is real;

so is the desire to embrace reality.

The image of the nuns comes

closest to showing an attempt to live in both an abstract, spiritual
world and the real, physical world.
floating"

Though the nuns "walk in a pure

(line 32) like angels, their habits are dark and they them

selves are heavy.

The balance they keep between the demands of both

worlds is truly difficult, but the poet admires their effort to be a
part of both worlds.
Kenneth Johnson uses "Love Calls Us to the Things of This World"
to illustrate what he considers a major weakness in the content of
Wilbur's poems.
The overall position that his poems formulate
is, I think, seriously flawed. First of all,
for someone who wants to focus primarily on the
tangible world, Wilbur too often fails to do so.
One is, in fact, prompted to ask: if Wilbur so
highly values and is enamored by this tangible
world, why is he so often— and so easily and
gladly— lured away from it? and, secondly,
why— as in "Love Calls Us to the Things of This World"—
does he feel so regretfully duty-bound, even
"bitter," about returning to the tangible world?18
But the tension between an attraction for the tangible world and
attraction for the ideal world is not necessarily a flaw.

Many of

Wilbur's poems and critical essays— particularly those essays on Poe—
deal with visions of an ideal world that is approached through intui
tion and the subconscious.

What Wilbur renounces is the pursuit of

visions of the ideal to the exclusion of the real.

It would be hard

to find many lines from Wilbur's poems that do not derive their images
from careful descriptions of the tangible world.

The sections of
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"Love Calls Us . . ." that describe the motions of laundry on the line
(lines 9 - 1 6 )

required keen observation of physical phenomena; the

laundry "flying in place"
like white water"

(line 12) is said to be "moving/ And staying

(lines 13 - 14), a particularly perceptive comparison.

Likewise, only a poet who has observed the mundane occurrence of some
one hanging out the wash on a cold morning could have captured the image
of "rosy hands in the rising steam"

(line 22).

As for Johnson’s question about why Wilbur feels "duty-bound" and
"bitter" about returning to the tangible world, it is a tribute to the
poet's honesty that he admits the attraction he feels for a mode of
vision that goes against his philosophy.

Wilbur's comments on Poe—

particularly the one that says Poe's repudiation of "everything human and
earthly" and his finding subject matter "at the flickering end of dreams,
is hopelessly to narrow the scope and function of a r t " ^ — show that
Wilbur is artistically committed to return to the tangible world.

But

that commitment does not preclude feelings of loss and regret on relin
quishing the freedom of the dream state and accepting the constraints
of consciousness.
Arthur E. McGuiness examines Wilbur's treatment of "a question of
consciousness"20 in several poems in Things of This World.

McGuiness

says that consciousness, which is awareness of surroundings, sensations,
emotions and mental activity, is for Wilbur both a human gift and a curse.
One human response is to wish to escape from consciousness, a theme
McGuiness correctly identifies in five poems.

In "A Voice From Under

the Table," a man who has had too much to drink offers qualified praise
for drunkenness to his sober companions.

"Love Calls Us to the Things

of This World" celebrates, but rejects, the hypnagogic state.

"Merlin
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Enthralled" shows Merlin seduced to sleep by Niniane, leaving Arthur
and Gawen painfully aware of the loss of mystery and magic in their
environment.

"Digging for China" shows a young boy's desire to escape

from his familiar surroundings in New Jersey to an exotic place.

And

"Altitudes" shows an attraction for replacing group consciousness with
wild flights of a solitary imagination.^
The human desire to wish to escape from consciousness appears in
many of Wilbur's more recent poems, notably "The Mind-Reader" and "Walk
ing to Sleep."

But the balanced vision that Wilbur is famous for, that

admits the limitations of consciousness but accepts and works within
them, can be seen in "For the New Railway Station in R o m e . " ^

McGuiness

relates this poem to Wilbur's central concern through the following
analysis.
Consciousness is uniquely man's possession.
It can cause him to seek escape from what
is all around him, an escape he can never really
achieve, but only dream of. But consciousness
can also move man to embrace this paradoxical,
constantly changing thing called life and make
it into his own likeness:
"What is our praise or pride
But to imagine excellence, and try to make it?
What does it say over the door of Heaven
But homo fecit?" ^
McGuiness says that Wilbur offers two possible human responses to con
sciousness:
The last

attempt to escape from it or

accept it and use it

creatively.

four lines of "For the New Railway Station in Rome"indicate

Wilbur's artistic preference.

Without consciousness, man would be unable

to put his imagination to work and to accomplish the uniquely human
achievement of creating representations of excellence.
To Wilbur, renouncing consciousness is wasteful.

That concept finds

an extreme representation in a poem Wilbur wrote about vampires.

The
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poem is called "The Undead."2^

In his "Notes" to Advice to a Prophet,

Wilbur cites the definition of vampire from the Standard Dictionary of
Folkloref Mythology/ and Legend as "one of the types of the undead;
a living corpse or soulless body that comes from its burial place and
drinks the blood of the living."25

It is interesting that the poem

begins by describing vampires in terms of their relationship to sleep
and dreams:
Even as children they were late sleepers.
Preferring their dreams, even when quick with monsters.
To the world with all its breakable toys,
Its compacts with the dying.
(lines 1 - 4 )
The poem proceeds to describe the way vampires rise with the moon,
assume the shape of bats and disappear "in a negative frenzy"
29).

(line

It continues:
- - - ................................
Of a thrush cold in the leaves

Thinking

Who has sung his few summers truly,
Or an old scholar resting his eyes at last,
We cannot be much impressed with vampires,
Colorful though they are.
(lines 31 - 36)
The contrast between the

thrush and scholar, on the one hand, andvam

pires

contrast between those who have committed them

on the other, is a

selves, lived and truly died and those who are merely "undead."

The

poem indicates a preference for those who are not "late sleepers."
Even in expressing his pity for vampires, the poet makes clear that their
rejection of ordinary reality in favor of a "negative frenzy"

(line 33)

is doomed.

(line 3)

Rejecting "the world with all its breakable toys"

and drinking human blood, "a scorned elixir"

(line 39), can no more

enable vampires to possess life than rock-hollows could encompass the
sea:
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Nevertheless, their pain is real,
And requires our pity.
Think how sad it must be
To thirst always for a scorned elixir,
The salt quotidian blood
Which, if mistrusted, has no savor;
To prey on life forever and not possess it,
As rock-hollows, tide after tide,
Glassily strand the sea.
(lines 37 - 44)
"The Undead11 has a place both in Wilbur's public quarrel with Poe's
aesthetics and in a study of poems that use the metaphor of the hypna
gogic state of mind to examine the role of consciousness in artistic
vision.

Wilbur, like the thrush and old scholar, chooses to be aware

of his surroundings and his mental activity, even though that aware
ness is doomed by mortality to imperfection.
"The

^

Undead" shows the consequences of becoming toomuch

dreamer, too

much of an idealist.

pitifully hollow.

The vampires' existence

of a
is painfully,

Their rejection of life and the real world has granted

them no satisfying compensation.

In fact, they are reminiscent of the

"camels of the spirit" in "'A World Without Objects is a Sensible Empti
ness'"

(line 1) that obtain nothing for their renunciation of the world

of logic and the senses.
Donald Hill has written that one of Wilbur's major themes is "the
rival claims of two modes of reality."

Even though Hill did not mention

"The Undead" in this analysis, it indicates a theme that "The Undead"
shares with many other poems by Wilbur.

Hill identifies the two modes

of reality and then shows how Wilbur deals with them in his early poems.
One is the mode of being, or permanence, of
vision or dream, of perfection, the object of
desire immune to desire, beyond attainment
because beyond life itself. . . . The other mode
is that of becoming, of the "opulent bric-a-brac
earth," of objects and things of this world, of impermanence,
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imperfection, and partial satisfaction. . . .
The distinction between the two modes is ultimately
that of the great romantic poets, much like that of
Keats in his odes on the urn and on the nightingale—
but the list of poets to whom it has been an absorb
ing theme would be a long one. To which realm do
we owe the stronger allegi_ance or feel the stronger
attraction, and what would be the consequence of
attaching ourselves deliberately to one realm or
the other? These questions are so important to
Wilbur, so fascinating or so nagging, that we may
understand his whole poetic
career as an uneasy
oscillation between these two grand opposites.
Time and time again his poems show this conflict
or tension at the center; the student of Wilbur's
work learns to recognize it in many guises.^6
The rival

claims Hill calls "the mode of . . . vision"

and "the

mode of objects and things of this world" offer one way of explaining
the creative tension between the two possible focuses for artistic
vision in Wilbur's poems.

Hill specifically applies this dichotomy

to the relationship between art and life and to the relative value
of quests and victories found in Wilbur's The Beautiful Changes.

He

applies it more generally to a discussion of the ideal as opposed to
the real in some poems in Things of This World and to a summary of
Wilbur's criticism of Poe and Dickinson.

In each case, Wilbur's concern

is over the attention an artist should pay to what actually is (life,
quests, the real) as opposed to what can be imagined (art, final vic
tories, the ideal).

The poems tend to favor what is real, but to

praise art and the imagination for enabling man to perceive
reality.
tions

and value

There would be no reason for Wilbur to consider those

so often if he had a pat answer

did notcreate competing

ques

or if his aesthetic concerns

impulses.

"Walking to Sleep"^^ is a poem that shows the consequences of
what Hill calls "attaching ourselves deliberately to one realm or the
other."

The poem is ostensibly about two ways to go to sleep, but
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its theme is really about two ways of relating to reality.

The first

way, developed in the first ninety-nine lines of the poem, is to move
away from reality and to seek controlled, safe visions.
way is elaborated in the last forty-two lines.

The second

It involves accepting

reality just as it is, with all its risks arid possible disappointments.
The first way is the way of negating the world, 'a la Poe who wanted
to undo phenomena; the second is the way of seeing and accepting it,
a la Wilbur.
To negate
confident
create.

the

that you

world, you must be in control of

your mind andbe

can control the visions which your imagination will

The poem opens:
As a queen sits down, knowing
Or a general raises his hand
Step off
assuredly into the
Something will come to you. .

that a chair will be there,
and is given
the field-glasses,
blank of your mind.
. . (lines 1 - 4 )

At first you will "nod through nothing like a fogbound prow"
but soon your imagination will suggest scenes.

(line 5),

The poet suggests that

the landscape you envision be "not worth looking at, some bleak/
Champaign at dead November's end, its grass/ As dry as lichen, and its
lichens grey"

(lines 32 - 34).

The imagination is too unsafe to trust

with more complicated visions, and even the seemingly safe view of an
old farm could show "the trotting cat whose head is but a skull"
19) emerging from a tidy barn.

(line

The poem contains an explanation for

why such things happen.
......................................... what you project
Is what you will perceive; what you perceive
With any passion, be it love or terror,
May take on whims and powers of its own.
(lines 20 - 23)
Thus, emotions can make the imagination an unsafe refuge.

In an

unguarded moment, a cellar with its "sheeted lawn-chairs" may turn
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into "some cathedral's pillard crypt"
Cheops lay secure"

or "the vast/ Stone tent where

(lines 65 and 73).

The possibility of love is also to be avoided since, as with all
things in real life, its consequences are unpredictable.
of her in yellow, lithe and sleek/ As

"The thought

lemonwood" (lines 80 - 81) is

illuminated by sunlight which will "both warm and cool the
(line 85, emphasis added).

love-bed"

In many of Wilbur's poems, it is love which

.gives man the best reason for living a physical existence.

The Traherne

meditation which prompted "'A World Without Objects is a Sensible Emp
tiness'" is about love.

In "In Limbo,"^® the awakening man's attachs ' '

ment to his wife is part of the reason he welcomes consciousness.
Certainly that is one of the themes of "Love Calls Us to the Things
of This World."

The lines which sum up the first section of "Walking

to Sleep" show how antithetical the method of controlled negation is
to Wilbur's usual mode of wedding the imaginative to the physical world
with love.
............................ .......... Your concern
Is not to be detained by dread, or by
Such dear acceptances as would entail it,
But to pursue an ever-dimming course
Of pure transition, treading as in water
Past crumbling tufa, down cloacal halls
Of boarded-up taxidermy, moping on
Like a drugged fire-inspector. What you hope for
Is that at some point of the pointless journey,
Indoors or out, and when you least expect it,
Right in the middle of your stride, like that,
So neatly that you never feel a thing,
The kind assassin Sleep will draw a bead
And blow your brains out.
(lines 85 - 99)
The safety of this method is that you not only "never feel a thing,"
but also you cease to have to think, since your consciousness is benevolently destroyed.

The first part of "Walking to Sleep" seems more

representative of Poe's way of composing than Wilbur's.
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"Walking to Sleep"

does not show the first method of falling

asleep— trudging through the
satisfactory one.

hypnagogic state

to oblivion— tobe a

That approach has failed, as the opening lines of

the second part of the poem indicate:
What, are you still awake?
Then you must
risk another tack and
footing.
Forget what I
have said. Open your
eyes
To the good blackness not of your room alone
But of the sky you trust is over it,
Whose stars, though foundering in the time to come,
Bequeath us- constantly a jetsam beauty.
(lines 100 - 106)
This second method does

incur a risk, the risk of acknowledging all

that is beyond our comprehension and a universe that is threatening
to break apart.29

The "brow alight with carbide"

(line 66), from the

images associated with the first method of falling asleep, is replaced
by phosphenes that "caper like St. Elmo's fire"
bound prow"
110).

(line 108); the "fog

(line 5) becomes "a flung skiff on wild Gennesaret"

(line

The "glumly simple country that a glance/ Of flat indifference

from time to time/ Will

stabilize"

(lines 35 - 37) vanishes when you

adopt the second method of going to sleep and let
. . . all things storm your thought with the moiled flocking
Of startled rookeries, or flak in air,
Or blossom-fall, and out of that come striding
In the strong dream by which you have been chosen.
(lines 111 - 114)
In the second part of the poem, the path of acceptance replaces the
path of negation.
Pursuing the path of acceptance will permit you to see beyond your
own imaginative creations, to see
.............................. groves which are not you
But answer to your suppler self, that nature
Able to bear the thrush's quirky glee
In stands of chuted light, yet praise as well,
All leaves aside, the barren bark of winter.
(lines 117 - 121)
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The path of acceptance of the world as it is requires that you not
ignore "the known stranger up ahead, whose face/ Half turns to mark
you with a creased expression"

(lines 44 - 45), but that you face

squarely even the hanged man you could meet, that you "lift your gaze
and stare your brother down,/ Though the swart crows have pecked his
sockets hollow"

Clines 126 - 127).

courage and a steady gaze.

The path of acceptance requires

It offers no guarantees.

As for what turn your travels then will take,
I cannot guess.
Long errantry perhaps
Will arm you to be gentle, or the claws
Of nightmare flap you pathless God knows where,
As the crow flies, to meet your dearest horror.
(lines 128 - 132)
"Walking to Sleep" shows that Wilbur can develop a poem about the
function of consciousness in a visionary quest, and also shows the
difference between the type of vision typical of Poe and the type
associated with Wilbur.

If you accept consciousness and all the sensory

and mental risks that it incurs, you have an advantage over someone who
live in a hell of his own creation:

at least "God knows where"

(line

131) you will encounter what you fear.
In a more recent poem that focuses on the hypnagogic state, Wilbur
again repudiates Poe's aesthetic.

Nevertheless, Poe's belief that

the poet was once a whole soul that has since become fragmented through
social and intellectual conditioning receives sympathetic treatment in
"In Limbo."
"In Limbo," which is found in Wilbur's most recent collection of
poems

(The Mind-Reader) ,30 presents a man whose sleep is disturbed by

a noise— not the cry of pulleys this time, but some noise the sleepy
consciousness struggles to identify.

The sound could be one of many

the sleeper has known in the past, but identifying it is impossible
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because the sleeper cannot remember "how to know when one is, or where"
(line 14).

He mentions his fragmented life and the kind of voice that

went along with each phase of his development, and then expresses the
Poe-like notion that all of these voices are incomplete compared to the
"infant howl" which "demand(s) the world"

(line 33).

Poe sought to

use language to lull reason to sleep, and his poems are filled with
repetitions of words chosen as much for their sound as anything else
(as was "nevermore").

But Wilbur, like the man who is waking up in

"In Limbo," wants to use language to give rational order to his
environment.

Without a label for an experience, the man in the hyp

nagogic state of mind is as lost as if he were in limbo, waiting to
plunge deeper into oblivion or to emerge into consciousness.
Paul Cummins has explained the difference between the two poets'
use of language as follows:
Because Poe seeks to induce a vague, trancelike effect, his words are necessarily vague, and,
of course, Wilbur opposes this.
He argues that
there is little, if any, denotative meaning to
Poe's words:
his poems assign words "no definite
contextual meaning, (thus) the words cannot be
pinned down." This to Wilbur is anathema. The
classicist Wilbur uses words not only for
their current denotations and connotations
but for older meanings and root meanings.
The glory of poetry to Wilbur is that it enables
man to see things clearly, precisely, specifically.
Language should not cloud up reality and make it
vague and dreamlike; it should serve to bring it
into clearer focus. ■L
The speaker who is awakening in "In Limbo" feels lost partly because
he cannot find a word to bring reality into clearer focus.

He is also

lost because he cannot find what Poe sought to represent in "The Raven"
and "The Bells":

language sufficiently vague to express or induce the

childlike notion that creation has not fallen into discord from its
state of Edenic unity.

Wilbur calls such language "the language of
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the mended soul"

Cline 32).

But ultimately the speaker reveals his

fear of the world that cannot be perceived unless conscious ordering,
classifying and naming cease.

In such a world, even the soothing

sound of breathing could take on awesome, frightening proportions:
Someone is breathing.
Is it I? Or is it
Darkness conspiring in the nursery corner?
Is there another lying here beside me?
Have I a cherished wife of thirty years?
Far overhead, a long susurrus, twisting
Clockwise or counterclockwise, plunges east,
Twin floods of air in which our flagellate cries,
Rising from love-bed, childbed, bed of death,
Swim toward recurrent day. And farther still,
Couched in the void, I hear what I have heard of,
The god who dreams us, breathing out and in.
(lines 34 - 44)
The thoughts of the void and of the possibility that existence
may be contingent upon the continuing dream of some god are so fright
ening that the sleeper seems near panic when he says, "Out of all that
I fumble for the lamp-chain./ A room condenses and at once is true"
(lines 45 - 46).

He says that time, desire, and "dear attachment to

a sleeping hand"

(line 53) have called him back to the things of this

world once again.

His "dear" attachment is not only a loving one, but

an expensive one.

What it costs is abandoning the dream "that all my

selves and ages,/ Pretenders to the shadowed face I wear,/ Might, in
this clearing of the wits, forgetting/ Deaths and successions, parley
and atone"

Clines 23 - 26).

Wilbur alludes to Er in the end of "In Limbo."

He writes:

"How

quickly, when we choose to live again,/ As Er once told, the cloudier
knowledge passes!"

(lines 49 - 50).

In Plato's Republic, Er was allowed

to return from the place where souls go after death so that they may
be sent either to heaven or to hell.

The new souls, which have been

waiting in heaven for birth, hear the reports of rewards and punishments
for good and evil deeds from the souls which have just been judged.
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But after choosing their incarnations, the new souls pass through
levels of Oblivion and drink from the River of Unmindfulness, forgetting
everything about their choice and their previous existence.

"The

cloudier knowledge" that the sleeper in "In Limbo" forgets is like the
spiritual knowledge that the new souls are not allowed to bring into
the real world.

Er's duty was to return to earth to tell men about

what goes on in the world to come.
The story of Er is appropriate for "In Limbo," a poem which deals
with choosing what personality to wake up in, or, indeed, whether or
not to wake up at all.

Er told the story of the place where lost souls

waited for the final judgment, limbo.

Limbo originally meant "edge,"

and a person in the hypnagogic state is on the edge of wakefulness.
A person can no more stay in that impermanent state than a soul could
stay indefinitely in limbo.
The sleeper in "In Limbo" wakes up to turn on a lamp and to watch
reality condense, become both smaller and more substantial.

The things

of this world he finds in his room are curtains, a clock, and "a mirror
which will frame/ This blinking mask the light has clapped upon me"
Clines 47 - 48).

Perhaps these objects have been selected to remind

the reader that consciousness perceives a reality ruled by limitation,
time, and personality.

As the knowledge that he and all his selves

are part of the "all" passes away, the man feels "homelessly at home"
(line 55); he is not in heaven or in unison with the all, but he is
conscious of present time and his present personality.

He has become

incarnate once again.
Three of the images that Wilbur associates with Poe's treatment
of the hypnagogic state can be found in "In Limbo."

The first is the
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unidentified sound.

Wilbur called attention to Poe's use of that de

vice in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon P y m ;
sound' which Pym hears.

...

"As for the 'dull humming

it is ascribed to a gale without, but

it is also one of Poe's habitual signals for the blurring of auditory
sensation at the onset of dream.
or water.

. . ."32

The second is a vortex of air

Wilbur points out that Poe's narrator in "Ms." sees "'spiral

exhalations' in the heated air, which foreshadow the gigantic vortex
into which he will descend at the c l o s e . t h e

susurrus Wilbur's

dreamer hears is far overhead, moving in a specific, though not yet
known direction.

(Maybe the fact that it moves "clockwise or counter

clockwise" relates to the decision the speaker must make about whether
to rejoin the world of time or whether to go back to sleep).

The third

image is that of water.

Poe's characters typically plunge into water

and lose consciousness.

Wilbur's poem uses water in word play (floods,

swim, recurrent, condenses), but in other poems, "Marginalia" and "The
Mind-Reader" for instance, Wilbur uses the image of drowning the same
way Poe does:

to represent loss of consciousness.

"The Mind-Reader," like "In Limbo," explores a state of mind that
is not governed by reason or consciousness.
was questioned about the unusual

In an interview, Wilbur

(for him) length of two of his recent

poems, "Walking to Sleep" and "The Agent."

He responded by mentioning

"The Mind-Reader" as a third long poem.
I can't say why I feel like being so loquacious
these days.
It doesn't mean that my speed has
increased. . . . I think one reason, perhaps,
for two out of three of the long poems may be
that I am interested now more than I was earlier
in imitating the sliding quality of dream con
sciousness.
Most of my earlier and shorter poems
tend to be more conspicuously logical than the two
long p o e m s . 34
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The mind-reader describes his clairvoyant trances in terms that sug
gest "the sliding quality of dream consciousness."

His trance is like

the hypnagogic state of mind because images present themselves without
the censorship of the rational mind.
"The Mind-Reader" is a dramatic monologue spoken by an Italian
who sits at a cafe"table and gives prophetic answers to the questions
paying customers put to him.

Like Poe's Detective Dupin, the mind-reader

is able to cash in on his intuitive powers.

In two essays on Poe,

Wilbur described Detective Dupin in terms which could well be applied
to his own mind-reader.
He dreams his solutions, and it sometimes appears
that in solving a problem he can dispense, not
only with reason, but with the problem itself.
In "The Mystery of Marie Roget," Dupin sleeps
in his armchair for seven or eight hours
during the Prefect's recital of the evidence, his
eyes hidden by green-glassed spectacles reminiscent
of the tinted windows of Poe's dream-chambers.
In "The Purloined Letter," Dupin invites the Prefect
to give him the facts of the case— "or not";
just as he likes.
The implication is that Dupin
can somehow do without the mere facts; and indeed,
within his first six speeches— well before the
Prefect has told him anything— Dupin has intui
tively solved the problem in all but its details.
Insofar as Dupin has any method, it consists in
identifying his intellect with that of another,
and thereby divining what that person must think
or do. Everyone has this power, in some degree. . .^5
In "The Poe Mystery Case" Wilbur again discusses Dupin's amazing
ability, in language that even more clearly foreshadows his own mindreader .
Though sometimes depicted as a reasoner, he
is the embodiment of an idea, strongly urged
in Eureka and elsewhere, that poetic intuition
is a supralogical faculty, infallible in nature,
which includes and obviates analytical genius.
As Kepler guesses his laws, the dreamer Dupin
guesses his solutions, making especial use of
a mind-reading power so sure that it can divine the
thought sequences of persons he has never met.
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Wilbur's mind-reader tries to explain his supralogical know
ledge and the pain it entails to a professor who sits beside him at
a corner table in a cafe'.

He begins by offering the professor images

of three things which have happily escaped from the consciousness of
their owners.

A sun-hat, casually laid on a parapet, falls "With what

free flirts and stoops you can imagine,/ Down through that reeling
vista or another,/ Unseen by any, even by you or me"

(lines 11 - 13).

The owner of the hat has been talking to her companions, so she is
unaware that the hat is gone.
A second object which is "truly lost" is a pipe-wrench which
"catapulted/ From the jounced back of a pick-up truck, dives headlong/
Into a bushy culvert"

(lines 15 - 16).

The final lost object, a book,

"whose reader is asleep, garbling the story,/ Glides from beneath a
steamer chair and yields/ Its flurried pages to the printless sea"
(lines 17 - 19).
The descriptions of these lost objects celebrate a joyful state
of oblivion which contrasts with the mind-reader's painful inability
to tune out his consciousness of other people's thoughts.
Whether or not I put my mind to it,
The world usurps me ceaselessly; my sixth
And never-resting sense is a cheap room
Black with the anger of insomnia,
Whose wall-boards vibrate with the mutters, plaints,
And flushings of the race.
(lines 106 - 111)
Wilbur has written that the mind-reader "wishes to escape the world,
of course, because his human mind is inordinately exposed to it;
what the divine mind can somehow stand, he can't.

The original of

the mind-reader in my poem once said to a friend of mine,

'It is no

pleasure to have a mind like a common latrine.'
Before the poem tells what terrible knowledge is "pent/ In the
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dream-cache or stony oubliette"

(lines 21 - 22) of the mind-reader's

head, it devotes two sections to showing the workings of the supralogical faculty of reading minds and finding lost objects.
the mind-reader would be asked to find missing objects.

As a child,
Others would

ask the person who had lost something, "When did you miss it? . . ./
Where did you see it last?"

(lines 28 - 29).

The mind-reader, like

Detective Dupin, did not really need to hear any facts to solve the mys
tery of the missing objects.

He would travel through the mind of the

speaker as if he were traveling through a moonlit landscape of tangled
thickets, until
. . . in a sure stupor you would come
At once upon dilapidated cairns,
Abraded moss, and half-healed blazes leading
To where, around the turning of a fear,
The lost thing shone.
(lines 40 - 44)
This indirect method of finding the truth is compared to the
way a young woman, expecting to be met by a stranger at a railway
station, glances shyly at people in the crowd and then lowers her
gaze.

Missing objects

be identified, because
saying goes"

can be found as surely as the young woman can
nothing is really "put out of mind,/ As the

queer

(lines 54 - 55).

What can be wiped from memory? Not the least
Meanness, obscenity, humiliation,
Terror which made you clench your eyes, or pulse
Of happiness which quickened your despair.
Nothing can be forgotten, as I am not'
Permitted to forget.
(lines 62 - 67)
The
society,

mind-reader1s clientele are amotley sampling oftoday's
people from all walks of life who are united by the

of their concerns.

pettiness

The mind-reader denounces them for being "mute

breathers . . . of selfish hopes/ And small anxieties"

(lines 127 - 128).
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He goes on to lament that
............. Faith, justice, valor,
All those reputed rarities of soul
Confirmed in marble by our public statues—
You may be sure that they are rare indeed
Where the soul mopes in private, and I listen.
(lines 128 - 132)
The people who visit the mind-reader are enough like the people in
"The Waste-Land" to cause Wilbur's "magus" to feel the same despair
that Eliot's Tiresias felt.
"deflected sweetness"

The mind-reader, who cannot detect any

(line 140) in the hearts and minds that are open

to him, and who cannot trust that there is a deity who is aware of human
imperfections but "suffers us and is inviolate"

(line 137) , saves him-

self "by the shrewd habit of concupiscence,/ Which, like a visor, narrows my

regard"
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(line 144).
His longing for oblivion is summed up

in thefinal five lines of the

poem, which recapitulate the opening

images of the "truly lost" objects

(lines 1 - 20), but with an impor

tant variation.
I hanker for that place beyond the sparrow
Where the wrench beds in mud, and the sun-hat hangs
In densest branches, and the book is drowned.
Ah, you have read my mind.
One more, perhaps . . .
A mezzo-litro.
Grazie, professore.
(lines 147 - 151)
At the beginning of the poem, the sun-hat falls through a shiny,
inviting vista:
Haggard escarpments, if you like, plunge down
Through mica shimmer to a moss of pines
Amidst which, here or there, a half-seen river
Lobs up a blink of light.
(lines 7 - 10)
Again at the beginning of the poem, the pipe-wrench is jolted into
"a bushy culvert"

(line 16) and the book gracefully glides out from

under a steamer chair and "yields/ Its flurried pages to the printless
sea"

(lines 18 - 19).

What was beautifully inviting about the images
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that represent escaping from consciousness at the beginning of the
poem is revealed to be oppressive at the end.
bedded "in mud"

There, the wrench is

(line 148), the sun-hat "hangs/ In densest branches"

(lines 148 - 149), and the book is "drowned"

(line 149).

dled by alcohol, by "the shrewd habit of concupiscence"

A mind mud
(line 143),

does not move freely, gracefully, without the restraints of conscious
ness .
The mind-reader— unlike the man who decides to accept the things
of this world when he is awakened by the cry of pulleys outside his
window, unlike the man who refuses to stay in the limbo between wake
fulness and sleeping and so pulls the light-chain— the mind-reader
attempts a Poe-like plunge into oblivion.

When he can succeed in

drinking himself into insensibility, we find that he is not free, but
bedded in mud, hanging in densest branches, drowned.

The mind-reader

is finally no better than the public he mocks, the public he caters
to in order to support his habit.
The phrase "mind-reading power" occurs in Wilbur's analysis of
Detective Dupin as an embodiment of P o e 1s idea of poetic intuition.^
And the mind-reader's understanding ijs similar to poetic intuition;
his scribbled messages to his public are like a poet's attempt to
articulate the thoughts and emotions of his society.
reader has "the gift, the burden"

Because the mind-

(line 105) of poetic intuition, he

cannot avoid the painful awareness of the selfish, petty concerns of
the people he meets.

In an essay called "Poetry and Happiness," Wilbur

comments on the plight of the contemporary American poet in words that
are reminiscent of passages of "The Mind-Reader."
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I began by distinguishing two ways of
understanding the word "poetry":
first, as verse
compositions written by individuals, and second,
as that ensemble of articulate values by means of
which a society shapes and affirms itself.
It is
the natural business of the first kind of poetry
to contribute to the second, clarifying, enriching,
and refreshing it; and where the poet is unable to
realize himself as the spokesman and loyal critic
of an adequate culture, I think that his art and
life are in some measure deprived of satisfaction
and meaning.
To be sure, every poet is a citizen of the
Republic of Letters, that imaginary society whose
members come from every age and literature, and
it is a part of his happiness to converse, as it
were, with the whole of tradition; but it is also
his desire to put his gift at the service of the
people of his own time and place. And that, as
I have been saying, is a happiness not easily come
by in contemporary America.
It is possible, how
ever isolated one may feel, to write out of one's
private experiences of nature or God or love; but
one's poetry will reflect, in one way or another,
the frustration of one's desire to participate in
a corporate myth.
In some of our poets, the atomism
of American life has led to a poetry without people,
or an art of nostalgia for childhood. Elsewhere,
we find a confessional poetry in which the disorder
and distress of the poet's life mirrors that cul
tural disunity to which he, because of his calling,
is peculiarly sensitive. When the poet addresses
himself directly to our society, these days, it is
commonly in a spirit of reproach or even secession,
and seldom indeed in a spirit of celebration.
I
do not hold the poet responsible for that fact. 40
(emphasis added)
Wilbur's portrait of the mind-reader is sympathetic, perhaps be
cause of the poet's knowledge of the pain incurred by being sensitive
to a narcissistic culture.

But Wilbur does not condone the mind-reader

for catering to the public's desires.

Wilbur himself has not imitated

the confessional school of poets, including Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath
and Anne Sexton, whose poetry uses personal distress to reflect cul
tural distress.

The mind-reader was able to turn his gift into profit.

His appeal reached sad women, clerks, men of affairs

(probably two kinds
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of affairs), drunkards, fashionable folk, and even at least one profes
sor, who bought him a drink.

In a witty poem on the subject of the

profits of confessional verse, Wilbur pokes fun at a style of American
poetry that is so different from his own style.

The poem is called

"What's Good for the Soul Is Good for Sales."
If fictive music fails your lyre, confess—
Though not, of course, to any happiness.
So it be tristful, tell us what you choose:
Hangover, Nixon on the TV news,
God's death, the memory of your rocking-horse,
Entropy, housework, Buchenwald, divorce,
Those damned flamingoes in your neighbor's yard . .
All hangs together if you take it h a r d . ^
Only "if fictive music fail" should one resort to confessional
poetry, Wilbur says.

That short poem helps to clarify the question

of Wilbur's aesthetic.

The proper focus for poetic vision cannot be

solely the world apprehended through intuition and the subconscious
mind; such an inward focus leads to ego-centric verse that does not sat
isfy the second part of Wilbur's definition of poetry ("that ensemble of
articulate values by means of which a society shapes and affirms itself").
Wilbur focuses on the real world as perceived by logic and the
senses in his poems.

It takes discipline to turn away from the attrac

tions of the dreams and visions that arise from intuition and the sub
conscious mind, but a reward is to be found in facing reality, with all
its risks.

Consciousness can permit imaginative interpretations of the

external world in a way that describes states of mind, evokes emotions
and conveys ideas.

"'A World Without Objects is a Sensible Emptiness,1"

"Love Calls Us to the Things of This World," "Walking to Sleep," "In
Limbo" and "The Mind-Reader" all succeed in balancing descriptions of
mental states with details from the real world.

Wilbur's aesthetic
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does not exclude trying to understand and describe irrational mental
processes, but that understanding includes an explicit or implicit warn
ing against embracing intuition, dreams and visions to the exclusion of
logic.

Wilbur's latest poems deal more seriously with irrational states

of mind than do the earlier two, but even they celebrate an aesthetic
that is not abstract or dissociated from reality.
Wilbur often uses the hypnagogic state as a poetic vehicle to
explore the human attraction for an escape from consciousness, and,
at the same time, to demonstrate the necessity of resigning oneself
to live within the constraints of reason and quotidian reality.

The

hypnagogic state provides an image for the tension that leads to a crea
tive resolution and a celebration of consciousness in some of Wilbur's
most representative poems.

These poems embody the "difficult balance"

between the desire to escape sometimes painful realities and the
philosophical, artistic commitment to seeing and describing the things
of this world and the workings of our minds.
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cluded in Carlson's The Recognition of Edgar Allan Poe whose critical
comments are most like Wilbur's are W. H. Auden and Georges Poulet.
W. H. Auden says that tales like Gordon Pym are adventure stories
about heroes who are "as purely passive as the I in dreams," and that
some of Pym's adventures are "supernatural nightmare events" (p. 222),
but he does not analyze the whole novel as an allegory of sleep and
dreams as Wilbur does.
Georges Poulet examines the sense of time that emerges form Poe's
works and concludes that Poe invented an "imaginary duration, analagous
to the divine eternity.
This imaginary duration is that of dream" (p. 231).

[Notes to pages 7 - 2Q]
Carlson writes that "in some respects Poulet anticipates Richard Wilbur's
study of Poe's hypnagogic dream symbolism" (p. 231).
Neither Auden nor Poulet sees entire stories as an allegory of the
narrator's passage to sleep and dreams as Wilbur does.
13wilbur, Introd. to Poe, p. 23.
i^Richard Wilbur, "The House of Poe," Library
sary Lecture, May 4, 1959, in Carlson, p. 265.
l ^ W i l b u r ,

of Congress Anniver

"The House of Poe," p. 277.

i^Wilbur, Poems, p. 65.
17Hill, pp. 62 - 63.
i^Kenneth Johnson, "Virtues in Style, Defect in Content:
Poetry of Richard Wilbur," in The Fifties, ed. Warren French,
Florida: E. 0. Painter Printing Co., 1970), pp. 211 - 212.

The
(Deland,

•^Wilbur, "The House of Poe/" p. 277.
^ A r t h u r E. McGuiness, "A Question of Consciousness:
Wilbur's Things of This World," Arizona Quarterly, Winter

Richard
1967, p. 317.

p1

McGuiness, p. 324. The selection of poems on that theme is from
McGuiness, but the interpretations of the poems are my own.
22wilbur, Poems, p. 109 - 110.
23McGuiness, pp. 325 - 326.
24wilbur, Poems, pp. 22 - 23.
25wilbur, Notes to "Advice to a Prophet," in Poems, p. 58.
26nill, p. 39.

York:

27Richard Wilbur, "Walking to Sleep," in Walking to Sleep (New
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1969), p. 58.

28Richard Wilbur, "In Limbo," in The Mind-Reader
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976), p. 14.

(New York:

^ T h o u g h Wilbur has been accused of not facing up to the fright
ening side of reality, the image of the universe spinning apart or
crashing in on itself is not unique to "Walking to Sleep." Similar im
ages are to be found in "Under Cygnus," "In the Field," and'The Fourth
of July."

[Notes to pages 20 - 3 2 ]
^^Wilbur, The Mind-Reader, p. 14.
31paul F. Cummins, Richard Wilbur: A Critical Essay (Grand
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1971), p. 20.
“^^Wilbur, "The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym," in Responses,
p. 198.
^^Wilbur, "The Narrative . . . ," p. 168.
^ D a v i d Dillon, "The Image and the Object: An Interview with
Richard Wilbur," Southwest Review 58, Summer 1973, p. 244.
•^Wilbur, "Edgar Allan Poe," in Responses, p. 62.
36wilbur, "The Poe Mystery Case," in Responses, p. 134.
37postcard received from Richard Wilbur, 11 February, 1980.
■^The word regard received special emphasis as the last work in
"The Eye," where the poet invokes St. Lucy, patronness of eyesight,
to help him be a "giver of due regard."
In contrast, the mind-reader
wants to narrow his regard.
OQ

■^Wilbur, "The Poe Mystery Case," in Responses, p. 134.
40v?ilbur, "Poetry and Happiness," in Responses, pp. 108 - 109.
41wilbur, "What's Good for the Soul is Good for Sales," in The
Mind-Reader, p. 43.
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